
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FINNEGANS 
 
Irish Ale (4.75% ABV) The flagship brew that kicked off our whole beer-as-a-charity 

movement, FINNEGANS Irish Ale is a full-flavored, medium-bodied ale with a caramelly, 
malty finish. 

 
Dead Irish Poet Extra Stout (7.0% ABV) An Extra Stout with a delicious dark side. 

This unique Cork-style stout has a smooth roasted quality with dark chocolate and stone 
fruit notes. 
 
Cluster Truck IPA (6.5% ABV) American IPA with a truckload of hops. Cluster Truck is brewed with close to four pounds of 

Columbus, Comet Amarillo, and Citra Hops per barrel, creating a taste profile with hints of grapefruit rind, fresh cut grass, and 
rolled down windows. It’s hoppy but not too bitter.  
 
 
SAMUEL ADAMS 

 
Sam 76’ (4.7% ABV) It has a juicy citrus hop flavor but lacks the hoppy bitterness.  
 
ANGRY ORCHARD 
 
Angry Orchard Crisp Apple (5.0% ABV) It is a perfect balance of sweetness and 

bright acidity from culinary apples and dryness of traditional cider making apples, resulting in a complex, 
yet refreshing, hard cider.  
 
Angry Orchard Rosé (5.5% ABV) It is made with rare, red flesh apples from France. Each apple is 

crisp, juicy and red to the core, adding an irresistible rosy blush and apple-forward taste with a refreshing 
dry finish.  
 

Truly Spiked and Sparkling Water Wild Berry (5.0% ABV) Made with strawberries, raspberries, 

and Marion blackberries. 

 
WINE 

 
Concannon Vineyards Chardonnay (13.5% ABV) Refreshing yet rich and supple with succulent apple, pear and tropical 

fruit that mingle with lemon custard. 
 

Concannon Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon (13.5% ABV) Full-bodied with luscious red cherry, black currant, ripe plum 

and hints of cocoa, vanilla and spice. 
 

Chloe Rosé (13% ABV) Delicate notes of fresh strawberries, raspberries and watermelon dance on the nose and palate, 

unfolding into a crisp and well-balanced wine with bright acidity and a refreshing finish. 

 
Chloe Pinot Noir (13.5% ABV) It exudes fruit-forward flavors and aromas of fresh strawberry, juicy plum and black cherry. A 

plush, velvety mouthfeel is followed by an undeniably, satisfying finish with soft notes of spicy clove and vanilla. 

 
IRISH WHISKEY 
 
2 GINGERS (40% ABV) Smooth, malty and slightly sweet to start, with a tingle of honey and citrus. A blended Irish whiskey, 

distilled twice and aged four years in the mild climate, the woody essence suggests caramel and vanilla to the finish. 2 GINGERS 
will be available as a neat pour or a BIG GINGER (ginger ale, 2 GINGERS, and a wedge of lemon or lime).  


